Challenge Yourself
With Archaeology
**Intellectual challenges for many academic backgrounds**

Study with us and you will have plenty of opportunities to explore the archaeology all around us and learn the techniques and methodologies we use to analyse it. We will also ask you to investigate the big questions about the human past.

You’ll use critical thinking to engage with important historical narratives and intellectual debates across disciplines.

From History and Classical Civilisations to Chemistry, Biology and Maths, from Geology and Geography to English, Philosophy, Languages and Law, Archaeology draws on many subjects. We welcome students with qualifications in any of these disciplines.

“Studying at Sheffield has taught me to never underestimate all the fascinating possibilities of archaeology, and to never assume that the most obvious explanation is the right one.”

**Ros**, BA Archaeology and History.

- Engage in collaborative and independent research, making new discoveries and contributing to our understanding of the past.
- Whatever your academic background, studying archaeology provides plenty of scope to apply your strengths and build on your knowledge.
- A Level Archaeology is not required.

**Find out more:** [www.sheffield.ac.uk/archaeology/undergraduate](http://www.sheffield.ac.uk/archaeology/undergraduate)

Facebook [ArcheologySheffield](https://www.facebook.com/ArcheologySheffield)

YouTube [Archaeology Sheffield](https://www.youtube.com/c/ArchaeologySheffield)

E: archaeology@sheffield.ac.uk